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AN EXAMPLE OF A SYMMETRIC HOMEOMORPHISM OF
THE REAL LINE WITH NON-SYMMETRIC INVERSION
HUAYING WEI AND KATSUHIKO MATSUZAKI
Abstract. We show an example of a symmetric homeomorphism h of the real line R
onto itself such that h−1 is not symmetric. This implies that the set of all symmetric
self-homeomorphisms of R does not constitute a group under the composition.
1. Introduction and statement of the result
An increasing homeomorphism h of the real line R onto itself is said to be quasisym-
metric (or M-quasisymmetric to specify the constant) if there exists a constant M ≥ 1
such that
1
M
≤
h(x+ t)− h(x)
h(x)− h(x− t)
≤M
for all x ∈ R and t > 0. The ratio in the middle term is called the quasisymmetry
quotient of h and is denoted by mh(x, t). The optimal value of such M is called the
quasisymmetry constant of h. Beurling and Ahlfors [1] proved that h is quasisymmetric
if and only if there exists some quasiconformal homeomorphism of the upper half-plane
U = {x+ iy ∈ C | y > 0} onto itself that is continuously extendable to the boundary map
h. Let QS(R) denote the group of all quasisymmetric homeomorphisms of the real line R.
A quasisymmetric homeomorphism h is said to be symmetric if
lim
t→0
h(x+ t)− h(x)
h(x)− h(x− t)
= 1
uniformly for all x ∈ R. Let S(R) denote the subset of QS(R) consisting of all symmetric
homeomorphisms of the real line R. It is known that h is symmetric if and only if h can
be extended to an asymptotically conformal homeomorphism f of the upper half-plane
U onto itself (see [2, 5]). In fact, the Beurling–Ahlfors extension of h is asymptotically
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conformal when h is symmetric. By an asymptotically conformal homeomorphism f
of the upper half-plane U, we mean that its complex dilatation µ = ∂¯f/∂f satisfies that
ess sup
y≤t
|µ(x+ iy)| → 0 (t→ 0).
We consider mappings on the unit circle S by using those on R. Let g : S → S be
an orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism of S. We take the lift gˆ of g under the
universal cover u : R → S given by u(x) = e2πix, that is, gˆ : R → R is the uniquely
determined continuous function with u ◦ gˆ = g ◦ u up to additive constants. Clearly, gˆ
satisfies gˆ(x+ 1) = gˆ(x) + 1.
By taking the lift, we can define g : S→ S to be quasisymmetric if gˆ is quasisymmetric,
while g to be symmetric if gˆ is symmetric (see [5, 7]). We denote the set of all quasisym-
metric homeomorphisms of S by QS, and the set of all symmetric homeomorphisms of S
by Sym. We see that g is quasisymmetric if and only if g can be extended to a quasicon-
formal homeomorphism f of the unit disk D onto itself. We also see that g is symmetric
if and only if g can be extended to an asymptotically conformal homeomorphism f of D
onto itself in the sense that its complex dilatation µ = ∂¯f/∂f satisfies that
ess sup
|z|≥1−t
|µ(z)| → 0 (t→ 0).
This result is attributed to Fehlmann [3] in [5]. Each element g ∈ Sym satisfying a certain
normalization condition becomes a point in the little Teichmu¨ller space T0 (see [4]).
By the chain rule of complex dilatations, the composition of asymptotically conformal
homeomorphisms of D and the inverse of an asymptotically conformal homeomorphism of
D are also asymptotically conformal. Consequently, Sym is a subgroup of QS. Moreover,
it was proved by Gardiner and Sullivan [5] that Sym is the characteristic topological
subgroup of the partial topological group QS for which the neighborhood base is given
at the identity by using the quasisymmetry constant and is distributed at every point
g ∈ QS by the right translation.
The topology on QS(R) is similarly defined. Conjugation by the Cayley transformation
ϕ(x) = (x − i)/(x + i) from R onto S gives an isomorphism of QS(R) onto QS as a
partial topological group. In particular, the characteristic topological subgroup of QS(R),
denoted by Sym(R), consists of all g˜
.
= ϕ−1 ◦ g ◦ ϕ for each g ∈ Sym. Equivalently, g˜ can
be extended to a quasiconformal homeomorphism of U onto itself with complex dilatation
µ such that
inf { ‖µ|U\K‖∞ | K ⊂ U : compact} = 0.
Recently, Hu, Wu and Shen [6] pointed out that Sym(R) is a nontrivial subset of S(R).
Then, we see that S(R) is not a topological group. Moreover, our main result below
implies that S(R) does not even constitute a group.
3Theorem 1.1. There exists a symmetric homeomorphism h : R → R such that h−1 is
not symmetric.
In this paper, we will construct, in Section 3, an example of a symmetric homeomor-
phism h of R such that the inverse h−1 is not symmetric. Before that, in Section 2, we
will show some general results that help identify the example. Finally in Section 4, we
also touch on the composition of symmetric homeomorphisms of R.
2. The extension of quasisymmetric functions
In this section, we prepare certain general arguments for a canonical extension of a
function to keep quasisymmetry and symmetry, which will be used to identify the function
constructed in Section 3 as quasisymmetric and also symmetric. The results in this section
also have independent interests of their own.
Lemma 2.1. Let a, b, c, d > 0 be positive real numbers. Suppose that
1
1 + ε
≤
b
a
,
d
c
≤ 1 + ε
for some ε ≥ 0. Then, the following are satisfied:
(1)
1
1 + ε
≤
b+ d
a+ c
≤ 1 + ε.
(2) If
r − 1
r + 1
a ≥ c and
r − 1
r + 1
b ≥ d for r > 1 in addition, then
1
1 + rε
≤
b− d
a− c
≤ 1 + rε.
Proof. (1) This is well-known as the property of the mediant. (2) If ε = 0, then the
inequalities are clearly satisfied; we may assume that ε > 0. The extra assumption
r−1
r+1
a ≥ c is equivalent to the condition
(1 + rε− (1− ε))c ≤ (r − 1)εa.
By (1 + ε)−1 ≥ 1− ε, this condition implies that
(1 + ε)a− (1 + ε)−1c ≤ (1 + rε)(a− c).
Moreover, the basic assumptions imply that b ≤ (1 + ε)a and d ≥ (1 + ε)−1c. Thus, we
obtain that b − d ≤ (1 + rε)(a− c). By replacing a with b and c with d, we also obtain
that a− c ≤ (1 + rε)(b− d). 
Remark 2.2. Let h be an M-quasisymmetric function on an interval I ⊂ R. For t > 0,
let x− t, y, x and y + t be in I. We see that if x− t ≤ y ≤ x, then
1
M
≤
h(y + t)− h(y)
h(x)− h(x− t)
≤ M.
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Indeed, we apply Lemma 2.1 (1) to
h(y + t)− h(y)
h(x)− h(x− t)
=
{h(y + t)− h(x+y
2
)}+ {h(x+y
2
)− h(y)}
{h(x+y
2
)− h(x− t)}+ {h(x)− h(x+y
2
)}
.
First, we consider the extension of a quasisymmetric function as an odd function.
Proposition 2.3. Let h(x) be a strictly increasing function defined on the interval [0, L]
(possibly L =∞) with h(0) = 0. Suppose that there are some ε ≥ 0 and δ > 0 such that
1
1 + ε
≤ mh(x, t) :=
h(x+ t)− h(x)
h(x)− h(x− t)
≤ 1 + ε
for every x ∈ (0, L) and for every t ∈ (0,min{δ, x, L − x}]. Let ĥ(x) be the extension of
h(x) to the interval [−L, L] as an odd function satisfying ĥ(−x) = −ĥ(x). Then,
1
1 + 7ε+ 6ε2 + 2ε3
≤ m
ĥ
(x, t) :=
ĥ(x+ t)− ĥ(x)
ĥ(x)− ĥ(x− t)
≤ 1 + 7ε+ 6ε2 + 2ε3
is satisfied for every x ∈ (−L, L) and for every t ∈ (0,min{δ, L− |x|}].
Proof. We divide a choice of t ∈ (0,min{δ, L − |x|}] into several cases. When t ≤ |x|,
m
ĥ
(x, t) is clearly bounded by 1 + ε and (1 + ε)−1. For the remainder cases, we may
assume that x is in (0, L).
(a) Case t ≥ 3x: We consider the quotient in the form
m
ĥ
(x, t) =
{h(x+ t)− h(x+t
2
)}+ {h(x+t
2
)− h(2x)} + {h(2x)− h(x)}
{h(x+t
2
)− h(0)}+ {h(t− x)− h(x+t
2
)}+ {h(x)− h(0)}
.
We remark that t ≥ 3x implies that (x + t)/2 − 2x = t− x− (x+ t)/2 ≥ 0. By Lemma
2.1 (1), we see that m
ĥ
(x, t) is bounded by 1 + ε and (1 + ε)−1. Alternatively, we may
apply Remark 2.2.
(b) Case x ≤ t ≤ 3x: We consider the quotient in the form
m
ĥ
(x, t) =
{h(x+ t)− h(3x+t
2
)}+ {h(4x)− h(x)} − {h(4x)− h(3x+t
2
)}
{h(3x+t
2
)− h(2x)}+ {h(x) + h(2x)} − {h(3x+t
2
)− h(t− x)}
.
We note that Case (a) also implies that
(1 + ε)−1 ≤
h(4x)− h(x)
h(x) + h(2x)
=
ĥ(4x)− ĥ(x)
ĥ(x)− ĥ(−2x)
≤ 1 + ε.
Hence, it follows from Lemma 2.1 (1) that
(1 + ε)−1 ≤
{h(x+ t)− h(3x+t
2
)}+ {h(4x)− h(x)}
{h(3x+t
2
)− h(2x)}+ {h(x) + h(2x)}
≤ 1 + ε.
5By x ≤ t ≤ 3x, we have conditions
3x+ t
2
∈ [2x, 3x], t− x ∈ [0, 2x], x+ t ≥
3x+ t
2
.
We use the following estimates:
h(4x)− h((3x+ t)/2)
≤
{h(4x)− h(3x)}+ {h(3x)− h(2x)}
{h(4x)− h(3x)} + {h(3x)− h(2x)} + {h(2x)− h(x)}
(h(4x)− h(x))
≤
(1 + ε) + (1 + ε)2
1 + (1 + ε) + (1 + ε)2
(h(4x)− h(x))
≤
2 + 3ε+ ε2
3 + 3ε+ ε2
{(h(x+ t)− h((3x+ t)/2)) + (h(4x)− h(x))};
h((3x+ t)/2)− h(t− x)
≤
{h(3x+t
2
)− h(2x)}+ {h(2x)− h(x)}+ {h(x)− h(0)}
{h(3x+t
2
)− h(2x)} + {h(2x)− h(x)} + 2{h(x)− h(0)}
(h((3x+ t)/2) + h(x))
≤
{h(3x)− h(2x)}+ {h(2x)− h(x)}+ {h(x)− h(0)}
{h(3x)− h(2x)} + {h(2x)− h(x)} + 2{h(x)− h(0)}
(h((3x+ t)/2) + h(x))
≤
1 + (1 + ε) + (1 + ε)2
2 + (1 + ε) + (1 + ε)2
(h((3x+ t)/2) + h(x))
=
3 + 3ε+ ε2
4 + 3ε+ ε2
{(h((3x+ t)/2)− h(2x)) + (h(2x) + h(x))}.
Then, applying Lemma 2.1 (2) for r = 7 + 6ε + 2ε2, we see that m
ĥ
(x, t) is bounded by
1 + 7ε+ 6ε2 + 2ε3 and (1 + 7ε+ 6ε2 + 2ε3)−1. 
Corollary 2.4. Let h and ĥ be the functions as in Proposition 2.3. If h is quasisymmetric,
then so is ĥ. Moreover, if h is symmetric, then so is ĥ.
Proof. Suppose that there is a constant M ≥ 1 such that M−1 ≤ mh(x, t) ≤ M for every
x ∈ (0, L) and for every t ∈ (0,min{x, L − x}]. Then, by taking ε = M − 1 and δ = L,
we see from Proposition 2.3 that ĥ is quasisymmetric.
Suppose that for every ε > 0, there exists some δ > 0 such that (1 + ε)−1 ≤ mh(x, t) ≤
1+ ε for every t ∈ (0,min{δ, x, L−x}]. We may assume that ε ≤ 1/8. Then, Proposition
2.3 implies that if t ∈ (0,min{δ, L−|x|}], then (1+8ε)−1 ≤ m
ĥ
(x, t) ≤ 1+8ε. This shows
that ĥ is symmetric. 
Next, we consider the quasisymmetry of the connection of two quasisymmetric func-
tions.
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Proposition 2.5. Let h− and h+ be M-quasisymmetric functions on intervals I− ⊂
(−∞, 0] and I+ ⊂ [0,∞) respectively, where I− ∩ I+ = {0} and h−(0) = h+(0). Let h be
defined as h(x) = h−(x) on I− and h(x) = h+(x) on I+. If there is some K ≥ 1 such that
h satisfies
1
K
≤
h(t)− h(0)
h(0)− h(−t)
≤ K
for any t ∈ (0,min{|I−|, |I+|}], then the quasisymmetry quotient satisfies C
−1 ≤ mh(x, t) ≤
C for any x ∈ I− ∪ I+ and for any t > 0 with x − t, x + t ∈ I− ∪ I+, where C depends
only on K and M , which can be taken as C = M(1 +M)(K +M).
Proof. We divide a choice of t ∈ (0,min{|I−|, |I+|}] into several cases. When t ≤ |x|,
mh(x, t) is clearly bounded by M and M
−1. For the remainder cases, we may assume
that x ∈ I+. The case where x ∈ I− is similarly treated.
(a) Case t ≥ 3x: We consider the quasisymmetry quotient in the form
mh(x, t) =
{h(2x)− h(x)}+ {h(x+ t)− h(2x)}
{h(x)− h(0)}+ {h(0)− h(x− t)}
.
Here, by the assumption on the quotient at 0 and by Remark 2.2 (since t− x ≥ 2x), we
have
h(x+ t)− h(2x)
h(0)− h(x− t)
≤ K
h(x+ t)− h(2x)
h(t− x)− h(0)
≤ KM.
The lower bound is similarly obtained. Then, by Lemma 2.1 (1), mh(x, t) is bounded by
KM and (KM)−1.
(b) Case x ≤ t ≤ 3x: We estimate h(x+ t)−h(x) and h(x)−h(x− t) from both above
and below in terms of h(x)− h(0).
h(x+ t)− h(x) ≤ (h(2x)− h(x)) + (h(3x)− h(2x)) + (h(4x)− h(3x))
≤ (M +M2 +M3)(h(x)− h(0));
h(x+ t)− h(x) ≥ (h(2x)− h(x))
≥M−1(h(x)− h(0));
h(x)− h(x− t) ≤ (h(x)− h(0)) + (h(0)− h(−x)) + (h(−x)− (h(−2x))
≤ (1 +K +KM)(h(x) − h(0));
h(x)− h(x− t) ≥ h(x)− h(0).
From these inequalities, we obtain that
1
M +KM +KM2
≤ mh(x, t) ≤ M +M
2 +M3,
from which we have the statement. 
73. The counter-example
3.1. The construction of the example. For each n ∈ N, we consider a function
hn(x) = x
2/(24n) on the interval [1, 12n] ⊂ R. We draw the graph of y = hn(x) on
the xy-plane and its π-rotating copy on the point On = (1, hn(1)). The union of these
two curves is denoted by Gn. Its end points are En = (12n, hn(12n)) and the antipodal
point E ′n on the copy.
We move G1 by parallel translation so that E
′
1 coincides with the origin (0, 0) of the
xy-plane. Next, we move G2 by parallel translation so that E
′
2 = E1. We continue this
construction for all n ∈ N; in the positive direction, we put each Gn from one to another
so that E ′n = En−1. The union
⋃∞
n=1 Gn is denoted by G+. We also make its π-rotating
copy on the origin (0, 0), which is denoted by G−. Then, we set G = G+ ∪ G−. This curve
G on the xy-plane defines a function y = h(x) for x ∈ R that has G as its graph.
The end points of Gn are denoted by En = (xn, h(xn)) and E
′
n = (x
′
n, h(x
′
n)) (xn > x
′
n).
Moreover, the mid point (x′n+ xn)/2 is denoted by on. Let the projection of the curve Gn
onto the x-axis be the closed interval Gn = [x
′
n, xn]. By the construction, the restriction
of h to Gn is ĥn, which is given by extending the function hn on [on, xn] to [x
′
n, on]. The
length of the interval Gn is denoted by |Gn|(= xn − x
′
n = 24n− 2).
Since the derivative h′n(12n) equals 1 for every n ∈ N, each curve Gn has gradient 1 at
the both end points En and E
′
n. Hence, all pieces are connected smoothly; we see that h
is a C1-function with h′ 6= 0. Moreover, since hn(12n) − hn(1) = 6n − (24n)
−1, each Gn
gains 12n− (12n)−1 in the direction of the y-axis. (The gradient of the direction from E ′n
to En is nearly 1/2.) This implies that h is surjective onto R. Consequently, we have an
increasing diffeomorphism h of R onto R.
We can show that h is (quasisymmetric and moreover) symmetric. For each function
hn, we consider the quasisymmetry quotient
mhn(x, t) :=
hn(x+ t)− hn(x)
hn(x)− hn(x− t)
=
2x+ t
2x− t
(x ∈ (1, 12n), t ∈ (0,min{x− 1, 12n− x}]).
It is clear that 1 < mhn(x, t) < 3 for all n ∈ N. Moreover, since x > 1, we see that
mhn(x, t) → 1 uniformly as t → 0, which is independent of x and n. Then, we will
extend these estimates from local pieces for hn to the function h on R globally. Necessary
arguments to make this rigorous are given in the next subsection.
The consequence is that there exists a constant M > 0 so that the quasisymmetry
quotient
mh(x, t) :=
h(x+ t)− h(x)
h(x)− h(x− t)
(x ∈ (−∞,∞), t ∈ (0,∞))
for h satisfies 1/M ≤ mh(x, t) ≤ M (which implies that h is quasisymmetric), and that
mh(x, t)→ 1 uniformly as t→ 0 for all x ∈ R. In particular, h is symmetric.
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3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We begin with verifying that the inverse function h−1 :
R→ R is not symmetric. We can also view G in the xy-plane as the graph of x = h−1(y) by
exchanging the roles of x and y. We look at points On = (1, hn(1)), An = (5, hn(5)), and
Bn = (7, hn(7)) on each Gn, where hn(7)− hn(5) = hn(5)− hn(1) = 1/n. Let yn = hn(5).
Then,
h−1n (yn + 1/n)− h
−1
n (yn)
h−1n (yn)− h
−1
n (yn − 1/n)
=
7− 5
5− 1
=
1
2
is satisfied for every n ∈ N. This implies that the quotient
h−1(y + s)− h−1(y)
h−1(y)− h−1(y − s)
does not tend to 1 uniformly as s→ 0. Hence, h−1 is not symmetric.
In the remainder of this subsection, we verify that h is symmetric.
Proposition 3.1. The quasisymmetry quotient m
ĥn
(x, t) for each ĥn (n ∈ N) satisfies
m
ĥn
(x, t) ∈ [48−1, 48]. Moreover, m
ĥn
(x, t) → 1 uniformly as t → 0, which depends on
neither x nor n.
Proof. By parallel translation, we may assume that on = 1. By simple computation, we
have that
mhn(x, t) :=
hn(x+ t)− hn(x)
hn(x)− hn(x− t)
=
2x+ t
2x− t
(x ∈ (1, 12n), t ∈ (0,min{x− 1, 12n− x}]).
Then, the quasisymmetry quotient mhn(x, t) for each hn (n ∈ N) satisfies mhn(x, t) ∈
(1, 3). Moreover, mhn(x, t) → 1 uniformly as t → 0. Applying Propositions 2.3 and 2.5,
we obtain the statements. 
Proposition 3.2. For each n ∈ N, the function y = h(x) on Gn∪Gn+1 is quasisymmetric,
and there exists some constant M1 that does not depend on n such that
1
M1
≤ mh(x, t) :=
h(x+ t)− h(x)
h(x)− h(x− t)
≤M1
for every x ∈ Gn ∪Gn+1 and for every t > 0 with x− t, x+ t ∈ Gn ∪Gn+1.
Proof. For the sake of convenience, we move the curve Gn ∪ Gn+1 by parallel translation
so that En = E
′
n+1 coincides with the origin (0, 0). In this setting, xn = 0 and h(xn) = 0.
In order to show that y = h(x) is quasisymmetric on Gn ∪ Gn+1 for each n ∈ N, we use
Proposition 2.5. It is sufficient to show that there is some K ≥ 1 such that h satisfies
1
K
≤
h(t)− h(0)
h(0)− h(−t)
=
h(t)
−h(−t)
≤ K
for every t ∈ (0, |Gn|].
9The curve Gn ∪ Gn+1 defines a function y = h
n+1
n (x) on [−|Gn|, |Gn+1|]. In particular,
hn+1n (x) =
{
1
24n
(x+ 12n)2 − 6n, x ∈ [−1
2
|Gn|, 0]
− 1
24(n+1)
(12− x+ 12n)2 + 6(n+ 1), x ∈ [0, 1
2
|Gn+1|].
We see that ∣∣hn+1n (x)
x
− 1
∣∣ = { |x|24n , x ∈ [−12 |Gn|, 0]
x
24(n+1)
, x ∈ [0, 1
2
|Gn+1|],
which implies that |h
n+1
n (x)
x
− 1| ≤ 1
2
if |x| ≤ 1
2
|Gn|. Namely,
|x|
2
≤ |hn+1n (x)| ≤
3|x|
2
(x ∈ [−
|Gn|
2
,
|Gn|
2
]).
Thus, for any t ∈ (0, 1
2
|Gn|], we have that
1
3
≤
hn+1n (t)− h
n+1
n (0)
hn+1n (0)− h
n+1
n (−t)
=
hn+1n (t)
−hn+1n (−t)
≤ 3.
For any t ∈ (1
2
|Gn|, |Gn|], we consider
t
2
∈ (0, 1
2
|Gn|], which satisfies
(∗)
1
3
≤
hn+1n (
t
2
)− hn+1n (0)
hn+1n (0)− h
n+1
n (−
t
2
)
≤ 3.
Moreover, by Proposition 3.1, we have that
1
48
≤
hn+1n (t)− h
n+1
n (
t
2
)
hn+1n (
t
2
)− hn+1n (0)
≤ 48;
1
48
≤
hn+1n (−t)− h
n+1
n (−
t
2
)
hn+1n (−
t
2
)− hn+1n (0)
≤ 48.
We will estimate hn+1n (t) − h
n+1
n (0) and h
n+1
n (0) − h
n+1
n (−t) from both above and below
in terms of hn+1n (
t
2
)− hn+1n (0) and h
n+1
n (0)− h
n+1
n (−
t
2
), respectively:
(1 +
1
48
)(hn+1n (
t
2
)− hn+1n (0))
≤ hn+1n (t)− h
n+1
n (0) = [h
n+1
n (t)− h
n+1
n (
t
2
)] + [hn+1n (
t
2
)− hn+1n (0)]
≤ (1 + 48)(hn+1n (
t
2
)− hn+1n (0));
(1 +
1
48
)(hn+1n (0)− h
n+1
n (−
t
2
))
≤ hn+1n (0)− h
n+1
n (−t) = [h
n+1
n (0)− h
n+1
n (−
t
2
)] + [hn+1n (−
t
2
)− hn+1n (−t)]
≤ (1 + 48)(hn+1n (0)− h
n+1
n (−
t
2
)).
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Combined with (∗), these estimates yield that
1
144
≤
hn+1n (t)− h
n+1
n (0)
hn+1n (0)− h
n+1
n (−t)
≤ 144.
We conclude by Proposition 2.5 that y = h(x) onGn∪Gn+1 is quasisymmetric, and there
exists some constant M1 ≥ 1 such that M
−1
1 ≤ mh(x, t) ≤ M1 for every x ∈ Gn ∪ Gn+1
and for every t > 0 with x− t, x+ t ∈ Gn ∪Gn+1. 
By applying the reasoning in Proposition 3.2 repeatedly for several times, we can obtain
the following.
Corollary 3.3. For any n ∈ N, the function y = h(x) on
⋃s
i=0Gn+i is quasisymmetric,
and there exists some constant M2 ≥ 1 depending only on s such that
1
M2
≤ mh(x, t) ≤M2
for every x ∈
⋃s
i=0Gn+i and for every t > 0 with x− t, x+ t ∈
⋃s
i=0Gn+i.
Proposition 3.4. The quasisymmetry quotient mh(x, t) for h satisfies
1
8
≤ mh(x, t) ≤ 8
for every x ∈ Gn (n ∈ N) and for every t ∈ [
∑3
i=0 |Gn+i|, x).
Proof. For every x ∈ R and for every t > 0, we have h(x+t)−h(x) ≤ t and h(x)−h(x−t) ≤
t. In what follows, we will estimate h(x+ t)− h(x) and h(x)− h(x− t) from below by t
8
.
This yields the statement.
For any n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 3, we see that
∑k
i=1 |Gn+i| ≥ |Gn+k+1|. Then, for every
x ∈ Gn and for any t ∈ [
∑3
i=0 |Gn+i|,∞), there exists some integer N1 ≥ n + 3 such that
x+ t ∈ GN1 and
x ≤ xn ≤ x+
t
4
≤ x+
t
2
≤ x′N1 ≤ x+ t.
For any n ≥ 1, the gradient of the direction from E ′n to En is greater than
1
2
. Then, we
conclude that
h(x+ t)− h(x) ≥ h(x′N1)− h(xn) ≥ (x
′
N1
− xn)×
1
2
≥
t
8
.
Noting that x − t ≥ 0, we similarly obtain that there exists some integer N2 ≤ n − 3
such that x− t ∈ GN2 and
x− t ≤ xN2 ≤ x−
t
2
≤ x−
t
4
≤ x′n ≤ x.
This implies that
h(x)− h(x− t) ≥ h(x′n)− h(xN2) ≥ (x
′
n − xN2)×
1
2
≥
t
8
,
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which completes the proof. 
The following main result follows from Corollaries 2.4 and 3.3, and Proposition 3.4.
Corollary 3.5. The h is quasisymmetric on the real line R.
Proof. By Corollary 3.3 for a sufficiently large s and Proposition 3.4, we see that h(x) is
quasisymmetric on x ≥ 0. Then by Corollary 2.4, h is quasisymmetric on the real line
R. 
Theorem 3.6. The h is symmetric on the real line R.
Proof. We first consider the case where x is close to some xn (n ∈ N). In order to estimate
the quasisymmetry quotient mh(x, t) when t is sufficiently small, we also move the curve
Gn ∪ Gn+1 by parallel translation as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 so that En = E
′
n+1
coincides with the origin (0, 0). Then, the function y = hn+1n (x) becomes to be defined
for x ∈ [−|Gn|, |Gn+1|]. Its derivative satisfies that∣∣(hn+1n )′(x)− (hn+1n )′(0)∣∣ = ∣∣(hn+1n )′(x)− 1∣∣ =
{
|x|
12n
, x ∈ [−1
2
|Gn|, 0]
x
12(n+1)
, x ∈ [0, 1
2
|Gn+1|].
It follows that if we choose δ = 12ǫ
2+ǫ
for any ǫ > 0, then∣∣(hn+1n )′(x)− 1∣∣ ≤ ǫ2 + ǫ
for every x ∈ [−δ, δ]. This implies that
(1 + ǫ)−1 ≤
(hn+1n )
′(xα)
(hn+1n )
′(xβ)
≤ 1 + ǫ
for any xα, xβ ∈ [−δ, δ]. Thus, for every x ∈ [−
δ
2
, δ
2
] and for every t ∈ (0, δ
2
), there exist
some xα ∈ (x, x+ t) ⊂ [−δ, δ] and xβ ∈ (x− t, x) ⊂ [−δ, δ] such that
(1 + ǫ)−1 ≤
hn+1n (x+ t)− h
n+1
n (x)
hn+1n (x)− h
n+1
n (x− t)
=
(hn+1n )
′(xα)
(hn+1n )
′(xβ)
≤ 1 + ǫ.
Since the above estimate is independent of n ∈ N, we have proved that for any n ∈ N
and ǫ > 0, every x ∈ [xn −
δ
2
, xn +
δ
2
] and every t ∈ (0, δ
2
) satisfy that
(1 + ǫ)−1 <
h(x+ t)− h(x)
h(x)− h(x− t)
< 1 + ǫ.
By the same reasoning as above, we see that for every x ∈ [0, δ
2
] and for every t ∈ (0, δ
2
),
the last inequality still holds. In the other case where x ∈ (x′n+
δ
2
, xn−
δ
2
) for some n ∈ N,
it follows from Proposition 3.1 that
mh(x, t) =
h(x+ t)− h(x)
h(x)− h(x− t)
→ 1
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uniformly as t → 0. Thus, we obtain that h(x) is symmetric on x ≥ 0. Then, Corollary
2.4 completes the proof by showing that h is symmetric on R. 
4. A remark on the composition
We have seen that S(R) is not a subgroup of QS(R) by showing that the inverse h−1
for h ∈ S(R) does not necessarily belong to S(R). We can also show that the composition
of elements in S(R) does not necessarily belong to S(R) either.
Theorem 4.1. There exist symmetric homeomorphisms g and h on the real line R such
that h ◦ g is not symmetric.
Proof. We define the following function on R:
g(x) =
{
(x+ 1)2 − 1, x ≥ 0
−(x− 1)2 + 1, x ≤ 0.
It is easy to see that g is symmetric by a simpler argument than before. We use the same
symmetric homeomorphism h and the notation as in Section 3. Let cn = g
−1(on+ 1) and
tn = g
−1(on + 1)− g
−1(on) > 0 for each n ∈ N. It is clear that tn → 0 as n→∞. Then,
we consider the quasisymmetry quotient
mh◦g(cn, tn) =
h ◦ g(cn + tn)− h ◦ g(cn)
h ◦ g(cn)− h ◦ g(cn − tn)
=
h ◦ g(cn + tn)− h(on + 1)
h(on + 1)− h(on)
.
Since g(cn + tn) ≥ on + 2, we have that
mh◦g(cn, tn) ≥
h(on + 2)− h(on + 1)
h(on + 1)− h(on)
=
9− 4
4− 1
> 1
for every n ∈ N. This shows that h ◦ g is not symmetric. 
Remark 4.2. To avoid the complicated construction of h in Section 3, we may simplify
h by replacing all hn (n ∈ N) with h1. This is enough for the purpose of Theorem 4.1
though the inverse h−1 is still symmetric in this case.
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